
Solar Flame Lights - True Lumens Flame 

Solar Lights For Garden 

Solar Flame Lights are an excellent choice for outdoor lighting. They charge themselves during 

the day and illuminate for the entire night. They require only six to eight hours of sunlight daily 

to stay charged. They're a conversation piece perfect for patios, decks, paths, and pool areas. The 

Solar Flame Light has three different mounting options to suit your needs. 

 

URPOWER 



URPOWER true lumens garden flame solar lights have a dual light setting and a motion sensor. 

They can detect people near them and emit a warm white light. They have an on/off switch and 

can be placed in-ground or mounted on the side of your house. They are durable and are a good 

choice for long-term use. They are also a good option for energy savings. 

Solar garden lights are an excellent option for garden lighting. You can place them in straight 

lines, canopied designs, or on paths. They are easy to install and come with a stake or clamp. 

These lights are an excellent accent for your landscape and garden, and they even help you to 

keep your home safe at night. They are made of stainless steel and are powered by the sun. 

GIGALUMI 

If you're looking for a set of solar lights for your garden, you've come to the right place. These 

solar lights are perfect for your outdoor space and create a calming ambiance and unique lighting 

patterns. These lights also make great gifts. 

The GIGALUMI Solar Pathway Lights are a stylish, attractive way to accent your garden, patio, 

or walkways. They give off a warm white glow and are crafted from weather-resistant stainless 

steel with an elegant brown metal finish. They feature a tier-roil glass lens cover for an 

enhanced, faceted look. They provide 10 hours of illumination on a fully charged battery and 

automatically turn on and off at dusk. 

Decorative solar lanterns are another option for your garden. They can be a pathway feature, 

accent lighting for your garden, or a romantic ambiance. These lanterns are durable and come 

with a metal clip and hanging ring for secure hanging. 

Newhouse Lighting 

Newhouse Lighting offers a variety of solar lights for your garden. They use photocell 

technology and produce energy-efficient light. They are also easy to install and don't require 

much maintenance. Just place them in a spot that gets direct sunlight for the best performance. 

If you want to install solar lights in your garden, the SolarGlow solar light is a great choice. It 

features stainless steel construction and is hassle-free to install. Its durable construction means 

that it can withstand any garden environment. In addition, this one can handle various weather 

conditions, unlike other solar lights, thanks to its rugged ABS plastic construction. 

This solar spotlight uses 3 LEDs to mimic a real flame. Two 2200 mAh batteries provide up to 

12 hours of continuous light. The light strand has an adjustable height and a light sensor for 

automatic working during dusk and dawn. 

Signature Garden 

Whether you need to illuminate your walkway or garden, you can use a True lumens flame solar 

light. It comes in a four-pack with eight LED beads, emits a cool white or warm white light, and 

https://truelumens.com/products/outdoor-flickering-flame-solar-tiki-light-96-led


works automatically at night. Unlike traditional floodlights, these solar spotlights have no 

moving parts and can be installed in almost any location. In addition, they come with a one-year 

satisfaction guarantee. 

These solar spotlights are designed to mount on a wall and have a wide light throw. This can 

make them useful for outdoor areas, especially where people can see them. In addition, they have 

high-impact ABS housing, an IP67 waterproof rating, and robust, adjustable solar panels. They 

also look sleeker than other LED lights on the market today. 
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